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1. Introduction
The Voith Schneider Propeller (VSP) allows extremely fast thrust variation [1]. Contrary to all
other types of azimuth thrusters (thrust changes accordingly to polar coordinates), the thrust is
varied on the basis of X/Y logic. Fig. 1 shows both thruster types; the Voith Radial Propeller
(VRP) is an azimuth thruster developed by Voith Turbo Marine. As a result, ships with VSP can
be kept stable in dynamic positioning (DP) mode, while the rolling motion of the vessel can also
be reduced. DP capabilities and good sea handling are very important for the offshore industry.

Fig. 1 Voith Schneider Propeller (VSP) and Voith Azimuth Thruster (VRP)
In 2003, Voith Turbo Schneider Propulsion started to carry out intensive research programs
aimed at making the VSP available to the offshore industry as an efficient propulsion system.
These R & D activities focused primarily on the development of the Voith Roll Stabilization
(VRS), model tests and CFD calculations on the interaction between the ship's hull and the
propulsor ( [2], [3] and [4]).
The first VSP-driven platform supply vessel is the Edda Fram (Fig. 2.) of Ostensjö Rederi AS. In
the meantime, the vessel has demonstrated the successful application of VSPs in offshore service
in over 35 000 operating hours. The Voith Schneider Propeller enables the ship to perform very
safe DP operations, lowers fuel consumption and ensures excellent sea behavior - the latter
especially because of the Voith Roll Stabilization (VRS).
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Fig. 2 Platform Support Vessel EDDA FRAM (Shipbuilder Astilleros Gondan), in successful
operation since 2007.
In the meantime, numerous Offshore Supply Vessels (OSV) are in regular service with Voith
Schneider Propellers. A few examples are listed below.
2. Offshore Support Vessels with Voith Schneider Propulsion
At present, the North Sea Giant (Fig. 3) is the most high-powered Offshore Support Vessel with
Voith Schneider Propellers. The ship is fitted with 5 Voith Schneider Propellers, each with an
input power of 3800 kW.

Fig. 3 North Sea GIANT (Shipbuilder Astilleros Metalship), driven by 5 Voith Schneider
Propellers VSP 36R6 ECS
Operating under extreme conditions, the ship has proven its excellent DP capabilities. It has been
used successfully for the installation of tidal turbines near the Orkney Islands, where the speeds
of the tide currents can reach up to 4.5 kn.
Another example is a Voith Water Tractor with DP 2 system and Voith Roll Stabilization
operated by Edison Chouest Offshore (Fig. 4.).
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Fig. 4 Voith Waater Tractor for offshoree application
ns, LWL 49..38 m, 2 x VS
SP 36R6
ECR
R/285-2, inpu
ut power 2x 3970 kW ; shipbuilder:
s
: North Ameerican Shipb
builders
Espeecially withinn the scope of the SAF
FETUG projject [5] of tthe Netherlannds test labooratory
MAR
RIN it has bbeen possiblle to demonnstrate that tthe Voith W
Water Tractorr does not llose its
escorting properrties even if conditions at
a sea are exxtremely rouugh, and thaat its loss off thrust
mpact of stronng waves is vvery low. W
Within the SA
AFETUG projject it was possible
caused by the im
to prrove that the rolling motiions of a Voiith Water Traactor can be reduced by aapproximatelly 70%
thouugh the activee utilization oof the Voith Roll
R Stabilizaation.
Suppplying offshoore wind turbbines with seervice personnnel and mateerials will beecome an impportant
task in the futurre. The 34-m
meter workbooat shown inn Fig. 5 is driven
d
by tw
wo Voith Schhneider
Proppellers and uused for suppplying lighthhouses and navigationall aids. The German auuthority
operrating the shiip has gainedd excellent experiences w
with the vessel. Personnel transitions can be
carriied out very ssafely, becauuse the ship iss able to holdd its positionn thanks to thee VSP.

Fig. 5 Workboat of WSA Brem
merhaven with
w excellentt maneuvering capabilities for supplyying
lightthouses and navigational aids with teechnicians an
nd materialss; Shipbuildeer Fassmer yaards
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Technical and physical reasons for the advantages of VSPs in offshore
service

In offshore service, the following demands on thrusters are of utmost relevance:
-

High availability,
DP capabilities (DP mode is decisive for the successful operation of OSVs),
Low fuel consumption and
Positive impact on sea handling.

The Voith Schneider Propeller is fundamentally different from other azimuth thrusters. Fig. 6
shows the Voith Schneider Propeller and its kinematics, as well as the installation position in the
ship.

Fig. 6 Voith Schneider kinematics and installation of VSP into a vessel
The Voith Schneider Propeller varies its thrust following a X/Y logic. This allows setting the
required thrust level very quickly. Fig. 7 explains how quickly the thrust of the Voith Schneider
Propellers can be changed between two positions. This highlights the difference between the VSP
and other azimuth propellers.
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Fig. 7 Thrust variation a) Voith Schneider Propeller based on X/Y logic and b)
Azimuth thruster based on polar coordinates
3. Hydrodynamic effects of the Voith Schneider Propeller
The Voith Schneider Propeller is advantageous for offshore applications, because it differs
significantly from conventional thrusters. This applies specifically to:
-

Accuracy in DP mode,
Behavior towards ventilation,
Reduction of loads due to slamming,
Degree of propulsion quality in transit,
Power uptake during dynamic positioning and
Capability of reducing rolling motions of OSVs.

The accuracy of DP mode is well known in practical operation. A possibility to assess it also
quantitatively is offered through simulation.
4. Dynamic Positioning
In DP operation, the vessel maintains its position and direction by the drives which are steered by
a control system and act against external disruptive forces, such as wind, waves and currents [6].
In the following, two drives are examined - the Voith-Schneider-Propeller (VSP) as well as an
azimuth propeller. A comparison will be made how fast they can react to external disturbances
and how much energy is needed for this process.
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4.1. DP System

Figure 8: DP system consisting of regulator, allocation and motion compensation

Figure 8 depicts a simplified DP system in its individual steps.
The given situation comprises a desired position ̂ ∈ , the current position
∈ , as well
as the current speed
∈ . Position and speed consist of the components surge, sway und
yaw.
Using the deviation
̂
and its derivation
the control system calculates a force , which is to allow the ship to sail closer to the desired
position ̂ .
In the next step, the allocation, the control settings of the propellers are determined in such a way
that the force required by the control system is, as far as possible, generated by the propellers,
can be generated by the propellers, and/or
requiring as little energy as possible. Which forces
which control settings, such as rpm , control stick position , , are possible for a VSP, or which
azimuth angles are possible for an azimuth propeller, depends on the prevailing control settings as
well as the control times of the propellers.
In order to calculate the force
, an constrained optimization problem, for example the SQP
process (sequential quadratic programming), has to be solved.
For VSP-driven ships, the formula is
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For azimuth-driven ships, it is
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The parameter ∈ to be chosen weights the proportion of power in the objective function. The
variables , , and are vectors of the length , with representing the number of propellers.
The position
∆ and speed
∆ is established by the equation of motion (see [7]),
depicted in simplified form as follows:

In the following calculations, the external disruptive forces
sinusoidal.
4.2.

were assumed to be constant or

PID Controller

A possibility for calculating the desired force
is the widely known PID controller. The PID
controller consists of three components: the proportional term P, the integral term I and the
differential term D. The constants P, I and D weight the control deviation
, the integral via
is presented by (see. [8])
as well as the deviation. The force
.
The constants , and can be determined via an optimal control problem. The objective is the
minimization of the objective function (see [7], [9])
1
2

,

are selected like this, so that the control deviation and the control are
in which , ∈
weighted accordingly. The matrix
has to be the positive definite, while the matrix must be
0
positive semidefinite. For the reference point ̂
0 the objective function can be formulated
0
as follows:
1
2
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This objective function is minimized under the precondition that the following equation of state is
being met:
0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

which means:

,

.

According to Pontryagin's minimum principle, the minimum condition
,
for the force

∗

, ,

∗

,

min

∗

, ,

results in
.
, , ,

The function

depicts the Hamilton function

, , ,

,
,

with

,

.

The adjoint equation
, , ,
together with the state equation results in the Hamilton system

which can be solved through the Algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE)
,
with
Further details are provided in [9].
With
applying, the force linearly depends on

≔

,

∙
∙

, which implies:

,

∙
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4.3. Results
The following calculations are based on the supply vessel of Matlab Toolbox MSS GNC/Hydro
[10] .
Data of Supply Vessel:
Lpp: 82
T:
6
B:
19
m:
6362
The external forces affected the vessel in x-direction with an amplitude of 500
and a
frequency of
. The required output and the accuracy of a VSP-driven vessel and an azimuth
propeller-driven vessel were compared. In both cases, the vessel had two stern-mounted drive
systems, each with a maximum rating of 3600
.
For the control times, the following values were assumed:
Propeller revolution : 0 → 100% in 30
.
Pitch (VSP): 100% → 100% in 5
.
Azimuth angle : 0° → 180° in 15
.

Figure 9: periodic external force (amplitude: 500kN, frequency: 1/60Hz) affecting the
vessel
maximum deviation: VSP (left): 0.5m, azimuth (right): 12.5m
Due to the advantageous control times, the VSP can react significantly faster and more efficiently
to the external disruptive forces. Figure 9 shows the position of the vessels after about one period
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60
. . The V
VSP already acts against tthe external fforce, while the azimuth still needs too rotate
me directionn as the
in orrder to do soo. For this reeason, the azzimuth still ggenerates thruust in the sam
exterrnal force foor several secconds. This also affects the accuracyy. While the VSP-driven vessel
movves away from the desireed position by
b a maxim
mum of 0.5 m
m, the vessell with the azimuth
proppellers deviates by 12.5 m
m.
A fuurther advantaage of the VS
SP is depicteed in figure 110, which illuustrates the tootal power reequired
by the propellers. Unlikee the twoo azimuth propellers, which reqquire a tottal of
~12
21 MJ over o
one period, th
he VSPs onlyy
need ~98 MJ.

Figu
ure 10: Requ
uired propelller output (k
kW): (VSP / red, Azimu
uth / blue).
The vessel with tthe VSP proppulsion systeem also beneefited from thhe short conttrol times in further
calcuulations. Aft
fter doublingg the frequeency of the disruptive fforces of
to
. the
disruuption was sttill evened ouut by the VSP
P, while the aazimuth drives did no lonnger cope.
In thhe event of suuddenly occuurring disturbbances, the aazimuth drivees were also not able to achieve
a
the desired
d
positiion as quicklyy as the VSP
P drives.
5. Summary
S
a
and Outloo
ok
Voitth Turbo Scchneider Proopulsion willl focus on the enhancced integratiion of Voithh Roll
Stabilization intoo the DP. Thhe target is aan excellent DP
D behaviouur with a minnimum of pllatform
motiions. There aare planned model tests and calculattions in timee domain forr different tyypes of
OSV
V and new waays to allocatte the thrusteer forces of thhe Voith Schhneider Propeeller accordinngly.
In fuuture, the PIID control is to be repllaced by a ppredictive coontrol system
m. The PID-ccontrol
deterrmines the foorce
onlly via the currrent positionn and speed. Predictive control, on the other
handd, also considders the posittion via a perriod . As a general rulee, the force is determineed over
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this period in such a way that the integral is minimized via the squared control deviation or via
the weighted sum of the squared control deviation and the squared force [11] .
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